
Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 151
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-151

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 152
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-152

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 2 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 153
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-153

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 154
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-154

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 155
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-155

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 156
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-156

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 157
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-157

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 158
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-158

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Mid Blue 159
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-159

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 321
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-321

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 322
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-322

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 323
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-323

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 324
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-324

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 325
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-325

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 326
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-326

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull Marine Blue 327
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-327

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 16 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Cornflower 461
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-461

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 17 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Cornflower 462
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-462

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 18 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Cornflower 463
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-463

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 19 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Cornflower 464
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-464

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 20 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Cornflower 465
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-465

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 21 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 481
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-481

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 22 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 482
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-482

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 23 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 483
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-483

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 24 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 484
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-484

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 25 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 485
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-485

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 26 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 486
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-486

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 27 of 82



Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 487
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-487

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 488
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-488

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Kingfisher 489
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-489

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 521
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-521

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 522
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-522

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 523
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-523

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 524
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-524

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 525
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-525

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 526
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-526

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 527
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-527

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 528
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-528

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Turquoise 529
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-529

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 561
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-561

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 562
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-562

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 563
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-563

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 564
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-564

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 565
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-565

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 566
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-566

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 567
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-567

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Sky Blue 568
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-568

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Peacock Blue 641
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-641

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Peacock Blue 642
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-642

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Peacock Blue 644
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-644

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Peacock Blue 645
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-645

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Peacock Blue 647
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-647

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 741
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-741

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 742
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-742

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 743
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-743

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 744
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-744

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 745
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-745

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 746
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-746

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 747
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-747

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 748
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-748

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright China Blue 749
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-749

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Royal Blue 821
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-821

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Royal Blue 822
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-822

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Royal Blue 823
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-823

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Royal Blue 824
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-824

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Royal Blue 825
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-825

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright Peacock Blue 831
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-831

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright Peacock Blue 832
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-832

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright Peacock Blue 833
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-833

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright Peacock Blue 834
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-834

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Bright Peacock Blue 835
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-835

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Navy Blue 852
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-852

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Winchester Blue 853
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-853

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Hyacinth 891
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-891

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Hyacinth 892
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-892

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Hyacinth 893
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-893

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Hyacinth 894
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-894

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Hyacinth 895
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-895

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull China Blue 921
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-921

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull China Blue 922
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-922

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull China Blue 924
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-924

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 19 June, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Appleton - Tapestry Wool - Hanks - Blues

Tapestry Wool Hank - Dull China Blue 926
da: Appleton Bros.

Modello: FILAPP-HK-926

55 meter skein of Appleton wool made of 4
indivisible plies.
Appleton tapestry wools have been produced in
England from 150 years. They have been also used
by William Morris for creating his best-known rugs.
They are really appreciated for their colors. Since
they are wash-proof, they are ideal for all types of
needlepoint and rugs. Appleton wool is the most
suitable thread for embroidery since it is spun with
Norfolk long-haired sheep wools.
Note: the hanks are not labelled in any way.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.85 (incl. VAT)
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